
Leadership Sprint / Session 1:

Managing with the brain in
mind

with

Kate Southerby

01 What’s going on in our heads
when we interact with others?

Our brain’s primary role lies in the organising principle it has of keeping us alive.
What this  really boils down to is a series of evaluations we have throughout the
day where we subconsciously determine whether or not  “this is going to be good
for me or is it going to harm me?”

“Everything you do in life is based on your brain’s determination to minimise
danger and maximise reward”

______________________________
David Rock, 2009.
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So your brain’s thinking..
Am I going to experience more threat if I move in a certain direction?

Throughout our day, our brain is making  judgements and adjustments to keep
us safe and move us towards a state of Reward and wellbeing. This is happening
at an unconscious level, with a couple of things emerging as a result.

When our brain’s are getting it right and organising the information well and
doing a great job of keeping us in a safer zone, we benefit in different areas:

● Our perception is sharper;
● Our cognitions are better;
● We collaborate more efficiently;
● We’re more interested in partnering with one another;
● And we’re more likely to be more creative, have more insights and ideas.

However, our brain has a tendency to over index anything negative. We
experience threats and negative situations more strongly than the positive ones.
Which makes it easier and more dangerous for us to be in threat than the other
way around, causing our daily performance and relationships to falter.
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Luckily for us, we have the ability to recognise and stay away from threat, in
order to move toward reward. The best tool that can support us in doing that
whether for our own benefit or when coaching someone else, is the SCARF
model.

02 Introducing the SCARF model
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You can view the SCARF model as a simple handbook, a model for thinking how
you are showing up with other’s - what's working well and what’s not, what’s
more challenging?

Each element then helps us think about how we can either support and spark,
or (on the contrary) destroy and disappoint one another.

- Status is about the ways in which we signal to others that we value them.
Or sometimes miss the mark. So it’s any way we get a signal or a sense
that we are less than or better than others in our environment.

- Certainty - is what it sounds like. It's our ability to predict what comes
next. So it’s what to expect - it could be something as simple as having an
agenda for a meeting. Or a clear description of what’s going to happen
when we enter a room with other humans.

- Autonomy- is any way we get a sense of control. And it can be large or
small. For example on the small side, think about the value that comes
from the understanding that we have to have a meeting with maybe our
boss or superior but we do have a choice as to do that meeting on a friday
or a monday. So autonomy can be a small way that we have choice or it
could be larger.

- Relatedness - is any way that we feel part of the group. When we know
we’ve got our people, we're among our people, we’ve got that strong
sense of in-group of belonging that’s a very powerful thing. It can be
signaled in a variety of ways including, wearing the company logo t-shirt.
Knowing your team well. Having trust is a very powerful thing. A lot of
questions fall away, a lot of certainty goes up when we know someone is
part of our in-group.

- Fairness: is a critical and interesting part of the model. It's any way that
we perceive we will be treated fairly in a group.

! Reflection:

What categories of SCARF could you use to support your
team?
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03 How to better navigate the
social environment of the workplace
Three levels of threat:
As threat increases, cognitive capacity decreases.

1. In broader environment
2. In your neighbourhood
3. Upon you

Threat 1 - is mild. Something I’m aware of that’s in my broader environment. But
it’s not distracting me or causing me to panic.

As an example: a work deadline is in 2 months.

Threat 2 - is swinging back and forth in our thinking. It’s the beginning of the
flight or fight response.

As an example: the work deadline is in 3 weeks time and we are behind schedule
with 1 task.

Threat 3 - is happening right now, it is very urgent and stressful. Cognitively the
person is out of here.

As an example: the work deadline is today and we are still behind schedule.

In order to coach your teams to be more effective, you
need to convert their state from a position of threat to
one of reward.

Label Threat Rewards
Status Dismiss others ideas or

contributions
Invite contributions and

explore shared ideas

Certainty Be unclear or vague
with expectations

Be explicit with
expectations and clarity

often

Autonomy Micromanage and
prescribe next steps

Offer choices and invite
ideas on how to proceed

Relatedness Demonstrate concern
for execution and

solutions only

Focus on shared ideas
and wellbeing
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Fairness End a conversation with
assumptions

Share your thinking
process and ask for

questions

Other Resources

1. SCARF paper (click here)
2. David Rock SCARF Model (click here)
3. Animation of SCARF (click here)
4. Neuroleadership podcast - Your Brain At Work (click here)
5. SCARF Free Personal Assessment (click here)
6. SCARF Tracker (click here)

Reach out to Kate
For any questions feel free to follow up with her using the below details

h�ps://www.linkedin.com/in/katesoutherby/

kate@iammecoaching.com

This week use the SCARF model to
increase the reward state for either your
whole team or a specific direct report.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txcW5drtB4HrwNunaJBMMlYZZFxFOLmL/view?usp=sharing
https://www.cleverism.com/scarf-model-influence-people/
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=qMejNf0dL2g
https://neuroleadership.com/podcast/?__hstc=51647990.065a75478e36bfe865c44be4919399a2.1581441048298.1592925098864.1596211108468.8&__hssc=51647990.51.1600712042962&__hsfp=2446535828
https://neuroleadership.com/research/tools/nli-scarf-assessment/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Ovv_iET0SVD5ZGLSNj1QPYm9XjPvC3A/view?usp=sharing
https://www.linkedin.com/in/katesoutherby/
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STATUS - Did I do something today to 
elevate the status of someone else? Did I 
use inclusive language and present 
myself as being equal to others? 

CERTAINTY - Did I do something today to 
help someone else feel more certain? 
Did I share information openly and 
provide reassurance where I was able 
to? 

AUTONOMY - Did I do something today 
to help someone else feel more 
autonomous? Did I give someone else a 
feeling of choice and control? 

RELATEDNESS - Did I do something today 
to increase someone else’s sense of 
belonging and safety? Did I help create a 
culture of trust, friendliness and 
confidence? 

FAIRNESS - Did I conduct myself with a 
view of providing fair exchange today? 
Did I uphold agreed standards both in 
myself and with others? Did I avoid 
showing favour to anyone over others? 

 
 

SCARF Tracking Sheet 
 
 

A Brain Friendly Model for Coaching this worksheet will help you keep track of how you often you are applying the model to 
your day-to-day interactions. 

 

The sheet runs for 28 days and gives you the opportunity to bring your awareness to SCARF each day and to assess how you 
‘performed’ each day in relation to each of the five domains. It will take less than 15 seconds to complete each day but will  
contribute greatly to the SCARF model becoming second nature to you. 

 
The steps are simple, at the end of each day, run through the questions below and reflect on your day. If you can answer a 
confident yes to the question, then put a tick in the box for that day. And if it’s a no, then put a cross in the box. The goal is to 
get as many ticks in the boxes in a row as you can. You can choose to fill it in on work days only if you like but we suggest doing 
it on non-work days also. And if at the end of 28 days you’d like to go another round, then feel free to do so. 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE: This tool is strictly to help your awareness and shouldn’t be used for self-judgment. It’s about setting an 
intention rather than keeping score. Enjoy the process! 
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